
Homology, Correspondence,
and Continuity Across
Development: The Case of Sleep

ABSTRACT: The causal relationships among developing behaviors can take
many forms. At one extreme, two behaviors may emerge independently of one
another and, at the other extreme, the emergence of one behavior may depend on
the prior emergence of the other. Whether the two behaviors in the latter case
should be designated as developmentally homologous is explored in this essay by
reviewing differing approaches to conceptualizing the development of sleep. It is
argued that whereas the concept of developmental homology may offer little new
to the understanding of sleep development, the conventional notion of evolution-
ary homology remains to be fully exploited. Identifying homologous sleep pro-
cesses will benefit from the adoption of a developmental comparative approach
that emphasizes real-time sleep dynamics and individual sleep components. Be-
cause evolution occurs through the modification of developmental processes, a
new commitment to a developmental comparative approach to sleep is a neces-
sary next step toward a better understanding of its evolution. � 2012 Wiley
Periodicals, Inc. Dev Psychobiol
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Homology has been and continues to be a bedrock con-

cept for evolutionary biologists (Hall, 2003). Despite

some recent challenges and important modifications

(e.g., deep homology; see Shubin, Tabin, & Carroll,

1997), homology remains a critical concept for evaluat-

ing evidence of common descent. But can we and

should we export this evolutionary notion of homology

into the realm of individual development? In consider-

ing this question in the months before and after our

workshop, I considered and adopted several positions

in succession. One of those positions went something

like this:

We should be wary of potentially superficial simi-

larities between evolutionary and developmental

notions of homology. As conventionally used by

evolutionary biologists, two homologous struc-

tures (or behaviors) allow us to infer descent

from a common ancestor. But to say that two

structures (or behaviors) observed at two ages are

developmentally homologous is to make a claim

about one developing from the other. In the for-

mer case, our claim of homology extends beyond

the two observable structures (or behaviors) to

say something about an evolutionary relationship

with an unobserved ancestor (i.e., ‘‘A and B com-

monly descended from C’’). But in the latter

case, our claim of homology seems to say little

more than ‘‘B developed from A,’’ which packs

little or no theoretical punch. Rather, it simply

restates what we already knew: that A is a devel-

opmental precursor of B or that A and B are

developmentally continuous.

I am aware that one can argue that a common ances-

tor has a similar relationship to its descendants as a

developmental precursor has to its adult form; this is an

interesting argument and perhaps even a valid one.
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Nevertheless, I left the workshop wondering whether

the notion of developmental homology does any useful

work for us at all.

But I soon realized I had a problem: I had invoked

homology in my own writings on the development of

sleep. This realization, or rather recollection, impelled

me to reconsider why I had used that term. What

specific meaning did I ascribe to it?

Before describing that work, I would first like to

briefly revisit a classic research story from our field

that dealt explicitly with the issues just described.

Specifically, I turn first to the work of Hall and col-

leagues on the relationship between suckling in infant

rats and other forms of feeding in adults. The question

addressed by that research was whether the obvious

similarities between suckling and feeding as ingestive

behaviors reflect deep mechanistic commonalities that

permit insight into the early origins of adult feeding. In

their review of this work, Hall and Williams (1983)

begin by discussing the concept of developmental

continuity:

A strategy in developmental analysis is to observe

and manipulate a behavioral system at different

stages during its maturation in order to trace

how that system is assembled and organized. A

critical assumption of this particular developmen-

tal approach is one of ‘‘continuity,’’ that the

system being examined at one stage in develop-

ment is the same system as that examined at a

later stage. Often, in the context of this approach,

the system examined in early development is

viewed as the infantile behavioral form that is

gradually elaborated into the adult pattern. In re-

cent years, this developmental strategy has been

applied to the study of feeding behavior in rats.

(p. 220)

What makes this opening paragraph so startling is

that Hall and Williams devote the remainder of their

review showing how suckling and feeding violate the

expected conformity with developmental continuity. In

fact, rather than provide insight into the development

of feeding, suckling appears to be a distinct ingestive

system with its own internal and external physiological

controls and, perhaps, neural substrates. Not only can

infant rats feed independently of suckling, but pups

raised without the opportunity to suckle have no trouble

learning to feed. Thus, rather than think of suckling

as a developmental precursor of feeding, Hall and

Williams ask us to consider suckling as an entity unto

itself. Suckling is, they suggest, an ontogenetic adapta-

tion—a transient developmental feature that fits the

ecological niche of the infant mammal.

It is worth noting that Hall and Williams do not

invoke homology in their discussion of developmental

continuity, but they could have. For example, they

could have begun their article by asking whether

suckling and feeding are homologous behaviors and

could have concluded that they are instead analogous

behaviors, serving the same function (i.e., providing

nutrition) in different ways. But it is also possible that

there is a deeper commonality between suckling and

feeding that has yet to be discovered. In making this

suggestion, I am invoking the notion of deep homology,

as described by Shubin et al. (1997):

Determination of whether two structures are

homologous depends on the hierarchical level at

which they are compared. For example, bird

wings and bat wings are analogous as wings,

having evolved independently for flight in each

lineage. However, at a deeper hierarchical level

that includes all tetrapods, they are homologous

as forelimbs, being derived from a corresponding

appendage of a common ancestor. Similarly, we

suggest that whereas vertebrate and insect wings

are analogous as appendages, the genetic mecha-

nisms that pattern them may be homologous at a

level including most protostomes and deuteros-

tomes. (p. 647)

Can we export deep homology to behavioral devel-

opment? To do so for suckling and feeding—to convert

this analogous relationship into a homologous one—

might require that we identify common embryological

roots of these two ingestive behaviors that, through

development, differentiate and diverge in the same indi-

vidual to produce these two parallel systems. However,

given that all development necessarily entails differenti-

ation and divergence from a single fertilized egg to

specialized cells and tissue, there is a sense in which

every organismic feature shares such a deep relation-

ship with every other. Accordingly, a search for deep

homology in a developing animal might very well be a

trivial one. Once again, we see that the very different

meanings of descent when used in developmental and

evolutionary contexts seem to limit the value of devel-

opmental homology.

This discussion of suckling, feeding, and deep ho-

mology also serves to highlight the importance of iden-

tifying the appropriate hierarchical or descriptive level

for comparing behaviors across the lifespan. Because

suckling and feeding are ingestive behaviors that entail

movement of nutrients from the mouth to the gut, it is

understandable that some would assume that they are

developmentally continuous. It was only after detailed

analysis of behavior and physiology that the many
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dissimilarities between them were revealed. As we will

now see, similar issues pertain when we consider the

appropriate conceptual framework for describing sleep

and wakefulness across the lifespan.

In the realm of sleep, our questions are relatively

straightforward. First, is infant sleep a developmental

precursor of adult sleep? Second, are the parts of

sleep—active sleep (aka REM or paradoxical sleep)

and quiet sleep (aka non-REM, slow-wave, or delta

sleep)—homologous in infants and adults? The philo-

sophical, historical, and methodological background as-

sociated with these questions has been reviewed

recently (Blumberg & Seelke, 2010). Here I restrict my

focus to those aspects of a recent debate about infant

sleep that relate to the question of homology and devel-

opmental continuity (Blumberg, Karlsson, Seelke, &

Mohns, 2005; Frank & Heller, 2003, 2005).

One can imagine several ways to conceptualize the

relationship between infant and adult sleep. First, as

with suckling and feeding, infant and adult forms of

sleep could be mechanistically unrelated, following

parallel—perhaps even autonomous—paths across de-

velopment (Fig. 1A). However, as will be described be-

low, there are too many common elements between

infant and adult sleep to take such a possibility serious-

ly. Most investigators, it seems, accept that there is at

least some developmental continuity within the sleep

system.

A second possibility is that infant sleep is, by com-

parison with that of adults, disorganized or undifferen-

tiated (Adrien & Lanfumey, 1984; Frank & Heller,

2003). Adopting this position, Frank and Heller (2003)

refer to the early form of sleep as presleep, in which

separable states of active and quiet sleep cannot be dis-

tinguished, and posit that there comes a point during

development when active and quiet sleep emerge

(Fig. 1B). In their words: ‘‘Our argument is that pre-

sleep is not a homolog of REM sleep and instead repre-

sents a common precursor to REM and NREM sleep.

By analogy, embryonic limb buds are still limbs, but

they are not hands, fingers, or feet’’ (Frank & Heller,

2005, p. 91, italics added).

There are several aspects of this last statement that

deserve emphasis. First, in referring to presleep as a

precursor to the adult form of sleep, it seems clear that

the authors are endorsing some form of developmental

continuity. Second, by comparing sleep to an embryon-

ic limb bud, they are literally adopting a differentiation

model of sleep development: accordingly, the

amorphous, singular form of sleep they call presleep

differentiates into the adult form composed of active

and quiet sleep. Finally, leaving aside the issue of

whether embryonic limb buds should be considered

homologous with the differentiated limb they become

(e.g., see D. Moore, in this special section), it is clear

that Frank and Heller believe that presleep is not

homologous with either active or quiet sleep.

Having described Frank and Heller’s position, we

can now turn to their rationale. The first empirical

FIGURE 1 Three patterns of development discussed in this

article. (A) Parallel development, as conceptualized by Hall

and Williams (1983) for the developmental relations between

suckling (short arrow) and feeding (long arrow). Both suck-

ling and feeding are expressed early in development in rats,

but suckling disappears at weaning as feeding continues. This

is an simplification of the relationship discussed by Hall and

Williams, who acknowledged the likelihood that some control

mechanisms are shared between the two behavioral systems.

(B) Differentiation, as conceptualized by Frank and Heller

(2003) for the developmental relations among presleep (X)

and adult forms of active (Y) and quiet sleep (Z). According

to this view, presleep is a ‘‘common precursor’’ to active and

quiet sleep. (C) Elaboration and integration, based on Blum-

berg and Seelke’s (2010) conceptualization of the develop-

ment and emergence of sleep–wake components. According

to this view, some foundational components and their neural

mechanisms are expressed early in development and are

retained throughout infancy into adulthood. In this figure,

component A is a foundational component and could repre-

sent the behavioral manifestations of sleep and wake (e.g.,

high-amplitude movements indicative of wake and myoclonic

twitches indicative of active sleep). Component B could rep-

resent fluctuations between high muscle tone (indicative of

wake) and low muscle tone or atonia (indicative of sleep).

Finally, component C could represent the emergence at P11

of differentiated cortical activity, especially delta activity.

Developmental Psychobiology Homology, Continuity, and Sleep 3



report from these authors employed standard electro-

physiological methods to track sleep development in

rats at postnatal day 11 (P11) and older (Frank &

Heller, 1997). This choice of age is significant because,

as they and others have shown (Gramsbergen, 1976;

Mirmiran & Corner, 1982), it is at P11 that cortical

delta activity first emerges, which means that these

authors never directly assessed sleep–wake processes at

ages before the onset of delta activity. Regardless,

based on their sleep scoring system, Frank and Heller

reported that P12 rats exhibited high amounts of delta

activity during periods that were otherwise scored as

active sleep, and that active and quiet sleep increasing-

ly dissociated over the subsequent week. Similar mixed

bouts of ‘‘half-activated’’ active sleep in rats had been

reported earlier (Jouvet-Mounier, Astic, & Lacote,

1970).

Not unreasonably, Frank and Heller interpreted their

results as supporting their presleep hypothesis. They

also interpreted their results as justifying their emphasis

on the cortical EEG as a measure possessing special

value for documenting the developmental transition

from undifferentiated presleep to differentiated adult

sleep:

An old debate in the field of neonatal sleep re-

search concerns the choice of criteria in assigning

vigilance states. Our position on this matter. . . is
straightforward: EEG differentiation is a consis-

tent hallmark of the appearance of states that

satisfy multiple behavioral and neurophysiologi-

cal criteria for sleep. This suggests that organized

sleep states appear around this time. This seems

reasonable because most scientists agree that

mammalian sleep is a brain phenomenon and

field potentials like the cortical EEG are measure-

ments of brain activity. Could there be states

homologous to EEG-defined REM and NREM

sleep before the appearance of differentiated

cortical EEGs? Yes, but this has not been conclu-

sively demonstrated. Until this happens, we find

it useful to classify states as either behaviorally

determined. . . or electrographically determined. . .
(Frank & Heller, 2005, pp. 91–92)

Despite Frank and Heller’s focus on the cortical

EEG, It is the brainstem (not the cortex) that contains

nuclei critical for the generation of sleep states, includ-

ing active sleep (Siegel, 2005b). Given that these

authors also argue that ‘‘executive sleep mechanisms’’

in the brain are not involved at all in presleep (Frank &

Heller, 2003), their statement above suggests that, be-

ginning around the time of EEG differentiation at P11,

the entire brain must be reorganizing to effectuate the

transition from presleep to sleep. Testing this notion

would require detailed analysis of sleep (or presleep)

before the emergence of delta activity and an assess-

ment of changes in sleep parameters across the transi-

tion to EEG differentiation. If Frank and Heller were

correct about the signal importance of the cortical

EEG, we should see a momentous transition in brain

and behavioral organization in the days before and after

P11. By their analogy, this transition should be no less

dramatic than the differentiation of a limb bud into a

fully realized limb.

Our work in this domain took a very different path

and led us to conclude that the brain does indeed mod-

ulate behavioral states during the ‘‘pre-EEG period’’

(reviewed in Blumberg & Seelke, 2010). Briefly, we

identified a region within the medial medulla that is

necessary for the suppression of skeletal muscle tone

(Karlsson & Blumberg, 2005) and linked this area to a

host of sleep- and wake-related areas within the meso-

pontine region, including areas specifically associated

with the myoclonic twitching that is a defining feature

of active sleep (Karlsson, Gall, Mohns, Seelke, &

Blumberg, 2005). Subsequent work implicated specific

forebrain regions whose modulatory influence on sleep

and wake consolidation increases over early develop-

ment (Mohns, Karlsson, & Blumberg, 2006).

However, the core of the presleep hypothesis is its

characterization of neonatal sleep as undifferentiated

and disorganized. We have never found this to be the

case in neonatal rats. Instead, we have consistently

seen highly organized sleep–wake cycles in which

sleep and wake movements are tightly coupled with

skeletal muscle activity (recall that standard EEG

measures are not available at these early ages for defin-

ing sleep states). A typical cycle begins with a period

of high muscle tone that is often accompanied by high-

amplitude movements (e.g., kicking, stretching) indica-

tive of waking, followed by a transition to low muscle

tone accompanied by behavioral quiescence, indicative

of quiet sleep. This quiescence is interrupted by the

onset of twitching against a background of muscle ato-

nia; this twitching can be detected behaviorally and

also electrographically as sharp spikes in the electro-

myogram (EMG). Although most of our EMG record-

ings were from the nuchal muscle (which controls head

movements), even the extraocular muscles, as early as

P3, exhibit similar patterns of muscle tone fluctuation

and twitch-related spiking (Seelke, Karlsson, Gall, &

Blumberg, 2005). During a period of sleep, waxing and

waning of twitching activity is seen until muscle tone

abruptly increases and wake behaviors are once again

exhibited, thus completing the cycle. This general, or-

ganized structure to the sleep–wake cycle is seen soon

after birth and, although relatively constant across
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development, the speed of cycling slows considerably

as sleep and wake bouts consolidate (Blumberg, Seelke,

Lowen, & Karlsson, 2005). Therefore, based on all of

the accumulated evidence, if there is a period in rats of

undifferentiated and disorganized sleep, it will be found

during the fetal period.

We now arrive at the central issue for our discussion

of homology: are the periods of quiet and active sleep

that we identified before P11 and, therefore, without

the aid of EEG activity homologous to those sub-states

that can be defined after P11 with the aid of EEG activ-

ity? Are these transitions across P11 smooth or momen-

tous? To answer these questions, we assessed sleep–

wake processes at P9 using only behavior and EMG,

and at P11 and P13 using behavior, EMG, and EEG

(Seelke & Blumberg, 2008). At P11 and P13, we also

scored the data without reference to the EEG for com-

parison with the data at P9.

We found no evidence of momentous organizational

change across the P11 transition. When delta activity

first emerged at P11, it fit smoothly into the quiet sleep

‘‘slot’’ as defined at P9 using only behavior and EMG,

which intervenes between bouts of wake and active

sleep. We found no evidence of mixed or half-activated

states. Not surprisingly, delta activity helped to provide

better estimates of the quantity of quiet sleep, especial-

ly when delta activity occasionally occurred between

lulls in twitching. We concluded that

the fundamental structure of sleep and wake

states is already established at the time when del-

ta activity first emerges. Thus, the absence of del-

ta activity should not lead us to reinterpret the

nature of sleep in early infancy. Rather, its pres-

ence provides additional confidence in the desig-

nations that we are able to make when it is

available as a measure of [quiet sleep]. Finally,

the smooth integration of delta activity into the

existing organizational structure of infant sleep—

as evidenced by tonic and phasic EMG activity

and associated behaviors—once again shows

how, early in infancy, coordinated brainstem ac-

tivities unify behavioral states from muscle to

neocortex. (p. 698)

It was the unifying influence of the brainstem that,

in a subsequent chapter, inspired us to suggest that

‘‘the states designated as QS and AS before the emer-

gence of delta activity are homologous with those that

come later’’ (Blumberg & Seelke, 2010, pp. 398–399).

We went further to suggest that ‘‘homologous sleep–

wake states. . . can be identified in the EEG and EMG

records. This homology arises because EEG- and

EMG-defined states are generated by common

brainstem mechanisms’’ (p. 416). Finally, noting that

the EMG and EEG independently convey a lot of

information about behavioral state, we went still further

to suggest that ‘‘sleep and wakefulness are body-wide

processes that entail homologous activational states

in muscle, spinal cord, brainstem, and forebrain’’

(p. 417).

By using homology in the statements above, we

meant to communicate the simple notion that there are

correspondences between (i) those behavioral states

that are so readily defined in adults and (ii) those that

precede them in early infancy. The correspondences

arise from shared foundational components or elements

that can be identified in the infant and traced through

development. In Figure 1C, a foundational component

A is depicted as being present early in development

whereas components B and C emerge later. Compo-

nents A and B could represent, for example, sleep–

wake behaviors (e.g., kicking and twitching) and state-

dependent fluctuations in muscle tone, respectively.

(Because these two components are already integrated

around the time of birth in rats, the integration

suggested in the figure would occur during the fetal

period.) Component C could represent the emergence

at P11 of cortical delta activity.

The key notion of Figure 1C is that, through devel-

opmental time, new components are elaborated and be-

come integrated with those that precede them;

integration of elements suggests overlapping neural

mechanisms or neural connectivity. It should be noted

that developmental dependencies among components

are not indicated in the figure; depending on the

system, it may be that one component must develop

before another one can (i.e., strong dependency) or that

a later component will develop regardless of whether

an earlier one does (i.e., nondependency).

In comparing the models in Figure 1B and C, it is

important to emphasize what they do and do not have

in common. For example, both posit a precursor state

early in development, but whereas Figure 1B identifies

a common precursor that is qualitatively distinct from

what emerges later, Figure 1C identifies common

threads coursing through development. We might be

tempted to state that Figure 1B rejects continuity (e.g.,

‘‘differentiation is a discontinuous event’’) and that

Figure 1C embraces it. But we must be careful in mak-

ing such claims: clearly the precursor X in

Figure 1B can claim a continuity relationship with Y

and Z, and one can easily argue that the emergence of

components B and C in Figure 1C suggest discontinu-

ities in the system. These may be pointless distinctions:

Words such as continuity can be infuriatingly ambigu-

ous, shifting their meaning depending on context and

level of analysis. As already mentioned, there is a

Developmental Psychobiology Homology, Continuity, and Sleep 5



trivial sense in which all development in an individual

is continuous.

The more vital distinction I wish to make between

the models depicted in Figure 1B and C relates to the

different ways they consider sleep components across

development. As argued 15 years ago (Blumberg &

Lucas, 1996), the individual components comprising

sleep states (e.g., muscle atonia, myoclonic twitching,

rapid eye movements, cortical delta activity) may have

unique developmental trajectories and evolutionary his-

tories. Our work with infant rats over the intervening

years suggests that such a focus on components is fea-

sible and justifiable—and that the model depicted in

Figure 1C provides a valid framework for dissecting

those components. In contrast, with the presleep model

depicted in Figure 1B, the developmental appearance at

P11 of just one component—cortical delta activity—is

thought to signal or trigger the differentiation of pre-

sleep into active and quiet sleep. Also, it is not clear

what the composition of the undifferentiated presleep

state is meant to be; if truly undifferentiated, it should

be very difficult to monitor and track any sleep compo-

nents before P11, which we now know not to be the

case.

Our use of homology as a synonym for correspon-

dence was meant only to draw attention to the various

components of sleep and their individual trajectories

through development. This componential view was cap-

tured metaphorically by Corner’s (1985) comparison of

sleep to a rope comprising multiple strands; as we go

back in developmental time some strands fall away

such that only a few remain. The rationale for describ-

ing the somewhat ‘‘unraveled’’ state of neonates as

sleep rests on the behavioral similarities that we ob-

serve across development and the individual compo-

nents that we can trace through development. This

should hardly be controversial; after all, if flies (Shaw,

Cirelli, Greenspan, & Tononi, 2000), nematodes (Rai-

zen et al., 2008), and zebrafish (Yokogawa et al., 2007)

sleep, certainly newborn rats do. Nonetheless, we

should never lose sight of the fact that sleep, no less

than wake, is shorthand for describing a complex be-

havioral, physiological, and neural state of an organ-

ism. Accordingly, we should strive to avoid pointless

debates about the ‘‘essential’’ features of sleep and fo-

cus instead on the developmental processes by which

individual sleep components ‘‘coalesce, cohere, and

self-organize during ontogeny. In other words, sleep is

not the product of any single, essential controller but

an emergent property of the dynamic interactions

among individual components’’ (Blumberg & Lucas,

1996, p. 4).

A focus on sleep components may have other

benefits as well—one that helps us return to the

evolutionary notion of homology. To appreciate those

benefits, one must first consider that most comparative

assessments of sleep rest heavily on measures of sleep

duration across vertebrate and invertebrate species

(Campbell & Tobler, 1984). Of course, given the wide

diversity of sleep components expressed by, for exam-

ple, a rat and a fly, it must first be accepted that sleep

in both species can be compared. And the rationale for

such comparisons across species must be similarities

in their behavior patterns. (A similar rationale justifies

the within-species, across-age comparisons described

above in rats.) In addition to total sleep duration, inves-

tigators have compared mammalian species with regard

to the existence of active and quiet sleep, their dura-

tions, and their cycle lengths (Tobler, 1995).

Critical to all such analyses of whether a given spe-

cies ‘‘has’’ active or quiet sleep are the specific criteria

that are used and the conditions under which animals

are observed. For example, although echidnas exhibit

idiosyncratic cortical activity, the presence of vigorous

twitching of the eyes, bill, and head led Siegel, Manger,

Nienhuis, Fahringer, and Pettigrew (1998) to conclude

that they express active sleep. Similarly, although active

sleep is typically believed to be absent in reptiles,

Ayala-Guerrero and Mexicano (2008) argued otherwise

based on their observations of the green iguana. In con-

trast, if cortical activity is considered a necessary fea-

ture of active sleep, neither echidnas nor iguanas

‘‘have’’ it.

There is also great diversity in sleep within species

depending on ecological and test conditions. For exam-

ple, some birds exhibit long periods of sleeplessness

during long-distance migrations (Rattenborg et al.,

2004). In fur seals, the unihemispheric sleep exhibited

in the water transitions to the typical pattern of bihemi-

spheric sleep exhibited on land (Lyamin & Mukhame-

tov, 1998). In sloths, sleep durations vary widely

depending on whether the subject is observed in the

wild or captivity (Rattenborg et al., 2008), a finding

that has potentially important implications for across-

species comparisons that rely on measures of sleep

duration.

Beginning with Zepelin and Rechtschaffen (1974)

and continuing to today (Capellini, Barton, McNamara,

Preston, & Nunn, 2008; Lesku, Roth, Amlaner, &

Lima, 2006; Siegel, 2005a), investigators have com-

pared sleep durations with physiological and life-histo-

ry variables (e.g., neonatal brain weight, gestation

length, metabolic rate, risk of predation) to test hypoth-

eses about the functions of sleep. Like Rattenborg et al.

(2008), Capellini et al. (2008) noted the profound effect

of testing conditions on sleep durations and restricted

their analyses to studies that used ‘‘standardized proce-

dures;’’ based on a lack of correlation between neonatal
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and adult brain weight and adult sleep times, they con-

cluded that developmental factors may not account for

variation in sleep durations. I do not doubt that such

correlational studies linking sleep variables and life-his-

tory variables can be very useful for generating hypoth-

eses and even, under some conditions, testing them.

But I see no reason why static measures of sleep dura-

tion in adult mammals would ever provide much in-

sight into the functions of sleep in early development,

which is when sleep predominates (Roffwarg, Muzio,

& Dement, 1966) and sleep-related motor activity is so

robust (Blumberg, 2010).

What is sorely needed is a greater emphasis on com-

parative studies that focus less on sleep durations at

one point in time (i.e., adulthood) and more on the pro-

cesses and mechanisms that govern sleep–wake transi-

tions across the lifespan. Sleep (and wake) durations

are simply the sum of all of the individual sleep (and

wake) bouts, and the statistical properties of these

bouts—in infants (Blumberg, Seelke, et al. 2005) and

adults (Lo et al., 2002)—provide useful insights into

the neural mechanisms that govern sleep–wake cycling.

That these bout-analytic methods have been applied

effectively to developing wild-type and knockout mice

(Blumberg, Coleman, Johnson, & Shaw, 2007) and fetal

sheep (Karlsson, Arnardóttir, Robinson, & Blumberg,

2011), suggests that broader application of these meth-

ods to other species will open up new opportunities for

understanding the evolution of sleep and identifying

sleep-related homologous processes and mechanisms.

When we appreciate that evolution occurs through the

modification of developmental processes (Arthur, 2011;

Blumberg, 2009; Gottlieb, 1992; West-Eberhard, 2003),

it becomes readily apparent that our understanding of

the evolution of sleep will depend on greater compara-

tive knowledge of the developmental trajectories of

sleep–wake bout organization.

Just as we should move beyond total sleep durations

to examine the structure of sleep bouts, so should

we move beyond which species ‘‘have’’ some form of

sleep and rather assess, with greater care and precision,

individual sleep components. Such a focus on compo-

nents may lead to a greater understanding of the devel-

opmental and evolutionary origins of the neural

systems that produce, for example, muscle atonia,

myoclonic twitching, ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO)

waves, and cortical delta waves. This is not a radical

proposal as there already are several hypotheses that

focus exclusively on individual sleep components. For

example, the ‘‘synaptic homeostasis’’ hypothesis posits

a specific function for the cortical delta waves of quiet

sleep (Tononi & Cirelli, 2003). Similarly, Berger (1969)

theorized creatively about the role played by rapid eye

movements in the development and maintenance of

binocularly coordinated eye movements in those species

that have them. Other hypotheses have addressed the

possible functions of PGO waves (Shaffery, Roffwarg,

Speciale, & Marks, 1999) and myoclonic twitching

(Blumberg, 2010). It is only a short step from these

hypotheses to the realization that the individual compo-

nents of sleep are likely to have unique developmental

and evolutionary histories.

In summary, I have argued here that homology

may have little to add to our conceptual toolbox for

understanding individual development. Despite my

skepticism, I do not believe that this is a settled issue

but rather one that demands and deserves continued de-

bate and discussion. Regardless, within the context of

renewed interest in developmental evolutionary biology

(e.g., Arthur, 2011; West-Eberhard, 2003), homology

certainly has a continuing role to play in the identifica-

tion of evolved developmental processes that are shared

across diverse species (Striedter, 1998). Within the

realm of sleep, identifying evolutionarily homologous

processes and mechanisms may prove critical for mov-

ing to a new level of understanding of the developmen-

tal and evolutionary origins of this pervasive, abundant,

and mysterious aspect of our lives.
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